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The virtuoso untold impresario of sound
Composed from within enclosed now unfolds
Toes tap as a reaction, adapting to pattern of rhythm
Diggin' what the soul brother givin' 'em

Let your mind connect to the injection in your ears
The architects flex on his set skills of inner depth with
no slack
Observe a brother's essence who in fact been in
existence before rap

The soul brother for years officially instilling original
Fulfillin' rhythmical joints to listen to
Non individual abettor assisting whomsoever
Clever, wack this brother? Never

Bodies sway when he plays, since the days of way back
Still today he'll lay tracks that's fat when weighed in,
chill
Soul brother on this number
Give 'em a taste, hit 'em and lace 'em with the rhythm

(Soul brother's on the scene)
Soul brother, we combine a rocket for your mind
One time, a true mastermind

(Soul brother's on the scene)
The soul brother, one of a kind, no other
Genuine, out of line, keepin' the rhythm on time

Soul brother, no other keeps you movin'
Groovin' to a tune there ain't a sound more soothin'
Oozin' over vibin' he's supplyin', find him chart
climbing
Proving two men who ain't losin' the game

Instead sustain, endeavour, whenever we're together
Soul flows till tunes close sever
Recognize the steel as concealed thoughts unveil
Then reveal what you feel from within, peel

KCB is who this, new to this is ludicrous
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I'm true to this game, insane
Who is the brother of soul, solely?
No, in reality many be being, though no one and only

Bodies sway when he plays, since the days of way back
still
Today he'll lay tracks that's fat when weighed in, chill
Soul brother on this number
Give 'em a taste, hit 'em and lace 'em with the rhythm

(Soul brother's on the scene)
Soul brother, we combine a rocket for your mind
One time, a true mastermind

(Soul brother's on the scene)
The soul brother, one of a kind, no other
Genuine, out of line, keepin' the rhythm on time

The innovator, creator of audio gold
Kept on your toes by what he has composed
Talent exposed, technics co-ordinated with precision
Catering to whatever flavor you're listenin' to

Bodies sway since the days of way back still
Today he'll lay tracks that's fat when weighed in, chill
Soul brother on this number
Give 'em a taste, hit 'em and lace 'em with the rhythm

(Soul brother's on the scene)
Soul brother, we combine a rocket for your mind
One time, a true mastermind

(Soul brother's on the scene)
The soul brother, one of a kind, no other
Genuine, out of line, keepin' the rhythm on time

Soul brother, soul brother
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